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INTRODUCTION
In today's European Union of 28 Member States, nearly 300
regions and 91,000 municipalities have major powers in key
sectors such as education, the environment, transport and
economic development, and they account for two thirds of the
total public investment expenditure.
For the past two decades, an increasing number of local
authorities have developed an interest in food and farming as
part of their local development policies and/or their
sustainable development policies (diverse reasons). Their
reasons are very diverse:

INTRODUCTION
Their reasons are very diverse:
 Promoting local quality food in public restaurants and local
markets;
 Developing a green belt to increase local food supply;
 Supporting local businesses and job creation;
 Promoting environmentally friendly forms of farming as a
way to manage environmental risks or preserve assets (e.g.
water resources);
 Improving their food resilience as part of their climate
change strategy.

INTRODUCTION
But shifting from a food and farming policy to a deeper
engagement with land is often a complex step for many local
authorities.
Land access is a growing issue in many parts of Europe and
local authorities can act on three main challenges:
1. Preserving farmland from urban sprawl and land
abandonment
2. Securing land for farmers
3. Organising land access for agroecological farmers

PRESERVING FARMLAND FROM URBAN
SPRAWL AND LAND ABANDONMENT
Throughout Europe, farmland area is declining, often at a fast pace. Most of
farmland is lost to urban sprawl and other infrastructure projects. Local
authorities can act:
 Local authorities are in charge of developing a vision and policies for
their local territory and community. In their planning documents, they
can assign a role and place to food and farming, in coherence with
other activities and land uses.
 Local authorities can preserve farmland by limiting urban sprawl and
encouraging brownfield development, through planning and tax
policies.
 Local authorities can also preserve specific farmland areas, either by
giving them specific planning protection, or by directly acquiring
farmland to preserve them in farmland use.

SECURING LAND FOR FARMERS
A second major trend impacting access to land is land concentration.
Local authorities can act:
 Local authorities can monitor the evolution of local farms and
farmland. Is there some land under-used or abandoned? Many famers
who do not have a successor? Too many small farms or disjointed plots?
Major impacts of farming on environmental assets?
 In many countries, local authorities – directly or with the support of a
land bank – can reclaim unused land and/or can help regroup plots to
make viable farming units.
 Local authorities can facilitate multi-stakeholder processes and provide
funding to facilitate farm succession and entry into farming.

ORGANISING LAND ACCESS FOR
AGROECOLOGICAL FARMERS
Local authorities can act:
 Local authorities can pre-empt, stock, rent or sell land for
the benefit of uses or users that match their policy
objectives (e.g. vegetable gardener, young farmer, organic
farming, short supply chains, etc.).
 Local authorities can directly support and fund the
development of organic farming and peasant farming.
 Local authorities can encourage short supply chains, by
developing access to markets (e.g. creating farmers’
markets, facilitating transports, etc.), by prioritising local
farmers in public tenders and by educating local consumers
to the quality and benefits of local quality food.

CASE STUDIES
There is a wealth of European experiences from local
authorities which are developing innovative ways of securing
access to land for new forms of socially and environmentally
responsible farming.
In our final report we present some case studies written by
members of the network or collected from partners, aim at
providing ideas and inspiration, nurturing emerging
experiences, and showing that alternatives are possible. They
also highlight the constraints and difficulties these initiatives
are faced with, as well as the beneficial impact they can have in
a favorable policy environment.
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CONCLUSIONS
 There is a wide range of tools at the disposal of local
authorities to facilitate land access.
 They are often under-used or neglected.
 Additional research and experience sharing would help local
authorities and other interested stakeholders to develop and
upscale actions.
 Sometimes, innovative thinking is needed to draw from
levers existing in other sectors to adapt them to the farming
sector.
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LAND STEWARDSHIP IN CATALONIA
XCT is a non-governmental organization created in 2003. Its mission is to
promote land stewardship as a strategy to engage society in the
conservation and management of the natural, rural and urban lands.
One of XCT's priorities is assisting with the development of legal and policy
measures to promote land stewardship. It currently has 160 members,
including stewardship organizations, local authorities, businesses,
universities, and individuals.

LAND STEWARDSHIP IN CATALONIA

LAND STEWARDSHIP IN CATALONIA
• 844 Land Stewardship Agreements
• 42.905 ha. under Land Stewardship Agreement
of the territory of Catalonia)

(1,4%

LAND STEWARDSHIP IN CATALONIA
Last February, The Plenary Assembly of the Parliament of Catalonia
approved the sixth book of the Civil Code of Catalonia. This book covers
obligations and contracts, which regulate Land Stewardship Contracts in
Article 623-34. The new laws will come into effect on January 1st 2018,
thereby strengthening private land stewardship practices.

LAND STEWARDSHIP IN CATALONIA
•

This new regulation will help to standardize the contractual forms used across Catalonia to
formalize Land Stewardship Agreements (which also include ownership, verbal
agreements, buying of silviculture or grazing rights, etc.); particularly, those contracts
between parties and those registered in the property deed.

•

This regulation has great significance for the public recognition of land stewardship as a
civic strategy for the conservation of natural, cultural, and landscape heritage. When
looking internationally, this is also a novelty, particularly for countries with civil code
structure, since only Chile has adopted a law (Law no. 20930 in June 2016) that
establishes “environmental conservation in rem right.” The Catalan experience will add to
the body of knowledge around land conservation tools in civil code countries and will,
hopefully, inspire other countries to provide appropriate regulating mechanisms for civic
and private nature conservation.

•

Last but not least, the Government of Catalonia is currently working to implement a public
Register of Stewardship Agreements and a tax incentive framework for land stewardship
that will be linked to the register. All those contracts under the law that meet minimum
requirements to ensure legal and technical quality, as well as effectiveness in preserving
the natural values, might enroll in the Registry. All registered agreements will be eligible for
future tax incentives, especially those that allow for maximum long-term security.
Therefore, the development of the Registry will be another key milestone for the
development of effective land stewardship practices in Catalonia.
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